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Tuesday April 10, 2012 World Ag Supply & Demand Report

U.S. Neutral to Disappointing for Corn
Global Corn is Slightly Friendly

USDA estimates the 2011/12 U.S. corn carryout at 801 million bushels, unchanged for the 2nd month in a row.
The 2011/12 US corn carryout estimate is 80 million higher than the average trade estimate of 721 million bushels.

World corn carry out is projected at 122.71 mmt vs. the Mar USDA estimate of 124.53 mmt.
The decrease in world corn carry out stocks of 1.82 mmt is equivalent to 71.6 million bushels

U.S. Friendly to Slightly Bullish for Soybean
Global Soybeans is Friendly to Bullish

USDA kept the expected 2011/12 U.S. soybean carryout at 250 million bushels, down 25 million bushels from last month..
The 2011/12 soybean carryout estimate is 4 million above the average trade estimate.

World soybean carry out is projected at 55.52 mmt vs. the Mar USDA estimate of 57.3 mmt
The decrease in world soybean carry out stocks of 1.78 mmt is equivalent to 65.4 million bushels

U.S. Neutral for Wheat
Global Wheat is Slightly Friendly

USDA decreased the 2011/12 U.S. wheat carryout by 32 million bushels to 793 million bushels.
The 2011/12 all wheat carryout is 1 million above the average trade estimate of 792 million bushels.

World wheat carry out is projected at 206.27 mmt vs. the Mar USDA estimate of 209.58 mmt
The decrease in world wheat carry out stocks of 3.31 mmt is equivalent to 121.6 million bushels
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U.S. Corn ending stocks for 2011/12 are projected unchanged at 801 million bushels as USDA made no adjustments to the
2011-12 S&D balance sheet for the second month in a row. Corn used to produce ethanol in 2011/12 is projected at 5.0 billion
bushels, unchanged again this month. The latest monthly data from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) indicates that
average daily ethanol disappearance fell to a 23-month low in January pushing ethanol stocks to a new record high. Weekly EIA
ethanol production data suggest average daily ethanol production during February and March has continued to fall hitting its
lowest level since early last fall.

March 1 stocks indicate a September-February feed and residual disappearance 238 million bushels lower than during the first
6 months of the 2010/11 marketing year. Prospects for feed and residual disappearance during the remainder of 2011/12 will be
limited by an improving outlook for summer wheat feeding and the potential for 2012 new-crop corn use during August.

Global 2011/12 corn production is nearly unchanged with a number of notable, but offsetting changes made, many of which
reflect the latest available updates to officially reported statistics. Corn production is raised 1.7 million tons for Egypt, 0.6 million
tons for Indonesia, 0.4 million tons for Cambodia, and 0.2 million tons each for Colombia and Thailand. Production for Mexico
is lowered 1.5 million tons based on lower harvested area as government harvest reports suggest last summer’s crop suffered
greater losses than previously thought from late planting, sporadic dryness, and an early frost in eastern areas of the south-central
Corn Belt. Production for Argentina is reduced 0.5 million tons with lower yields reported for the early planted crop. South
Africa production is lowered 0.5 million tons as dryness and late-season heat that persisted through mid-March reduced yield
prospects in western areas of the Corn Belt. The resumption in rainfall in late March came too late for much of the crop.
Venezuela production is lowered 0.4 million tons with lower reported area and yields and Laos production is lowered 0.3 million
tons on lower reported area.
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U.S. Soybean 2011/12 ending stocks for 2011/12 are decreased 25 million bushels this month putting ending stocks at 250
million bushels. U.S. soybean exports for 2011/12 are increased 15 million bushels this month to 1.29 billion. The increase
partly offsets reduced export prospects for South America resulting from drought-reduced soybean crops. The U.S. soybean crush
is raised 15 million bushels to 1.63 billion due to stronger-than-expected domestic soybean meal disappearance. Soybean oil
balance sheet adjustments include increased production, reduced food use, and increased use for methyl ester production
reflecting the most recent data published by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Seed use is lowered to reflect plantings
for 2012 reported in the March 30 Prospective Plantings report. Residual use is reduced based on indications from the March 30
Grain Stocksreport.

Global oilseed 2011/12 production is projected at 440.6 million tons, down 5.2 million from last month. Foreign production
accounts for all of the change. Brazil soybean production is forecast at 66 million tons, down 2.5 million from last month as
warm temperatures and a lack of rainfall since late February in the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul further reduced yield and
production prospects. Argentina and Paraguay soybean production estimates also are further reduced this month, reflecting the
damaging effects of this year’s drought. Other changes include higher peanut and sunflowerseed production for Burma, reduced
peanut production for Argentina and China, reduced cottonseed production for Australia and India, and reduced palm kernel
production for Indonesia.

Global oilseed trade for 2011/2 is projected at 106.4 million tons, down 2 million mainly reflecting reduced soybean trade.
Lower soybean exports are forecast for Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Soybean imports are reduced for several
countries including Vietnam, Iran, and Mexico. Global soybean ending stocks are projected at 55.5 million tons, down 1.8
million from last month, and down 13.6 million tons from last year.
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U.S. wheat ending stocks for 2011/12 are projected 32 million bushels lower. Projected feed and residual use is raised 35
million bushels reflecting higher-than-expected disappearance during the December-February quarter as indicated by the March 1
stocks. Projected seed use is lowered 3 million bushels based on state level seedings as reported in the March 30 Prospective
Plantings report. Projected exports for all wheat are unchanged as a 15-million-bushel increase for Soft Red Winter (SRW) wheat
is offset by the same size reduction for Hard Red Winter wheat. Byclass shifts reflect the pace of sales and shipments to date and
the increasing competitiveness of U.S. SRW wheat into Europe, Egypt, and Mexico.

Global wheat supplies for 2011/12 are lowered 0.5 million tons as reductions in beginning stocks for a number of countries
more than offset a 0.3-million-ton increase in global production. Production for 2011/12 is raised for Syria, Pakistan, and South
Africa, more than offsetting reductions for Egypt and Iran. Production changes this month have only a limited impact on global
trade as world imports rise mostly on higher expected wheat feeding.
Global wheat consumption for 2011/12 is raised 2.8 million tons on higher expected feed and residual usage. Wheat feeding is
raised for China, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, the Philippines, and Vietnam. A revision to the India usage series, in order to better
reflect residual losses, raises feed and residual use for the country by 2.9 million tons, but reduces food, seed, and industrial use
by an offsetting amount. Global ending stocks for 2011/12 are projected 3.3 million tons lower. Stocks are lowered for a number
of countries with the biggest reductions for China, Iran, Argentina, Saudi Arabia, Uzbekistan, Japan, Canada, and Egypt. Partly
offsetting are increases for Ukraine, Syria, and Jordan with smaller increases made for several other countries.

Global wheat trade for 2011/12 Global wheat imports for 2011/12 are projected 1.6 million tons higher. Imports are raised 0.5
million tons for China, 0.3 million tons each for Brazil and Mexico, 0.2 million tons each for Kenya, Morocco, the Philippines,
South Africa, and Vietnam, and 0.1 million tons for Israel. Imports are lowered 0.3 million tons for Turkey, and 0.2 million tons
each for Iran and Libya. Exports are raised 0.5 million tons each for Argentina and Brazil, 0.4 million tons for Uzbekistan, and
0.3 million tons each for Canada and Pakistan. A 1.0-million-ton reduction for Ukraine and a 0.2-million-reduction
for Uruguay are partly offsetting.

Global course grain supplies for 2011/12 are projected 4.3 million tons lower mostly on a 4.0- million-ton reduction in corn
beginning stocks in China with higher 2010/11 corn feed and residual use. Global barley supplies for 2011/12 are also lowered
0.6 million tons mostly on lower 2010/11 and 2011/12 production for Iran. Partly offsetting is an increase in global sorghum
supplies reflecting higher 2010/11 and 2011/12 production in China that more than offsets a 0.5-million-ton reduction in 2011/12
sorghum production for Mexico.
Global course grain consumption for 2011/12 is lowered 3.4 million tons mostly on a 3.0-million-ton reduction in corn feed

and residual use in China. An increase in China wheat feeding is mostly offsetting. Mexico corn feeding is reduced 0.4 million
tons, also with higher expected wheat feeding. Corn feeding is raised 0.5 million tons for Indonesia and 0.4 million tons for
Egypt. A 0.5-million-ton reduction in Brazil corn feeding is offset by the same size increase in food, seed, and industrial use for
the country. Sorghum consumption is raised for China, but lowered for Mexico and Japan. Barley feeding is lowered for Saudi
Arabia. Global coarse grain ending stocks for 2011/12 are lowered 0.9 million tons, with a 1.8-million-ton decline for corn partly
offset by increases for barley and sorghum.
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U.S. Corn

USDA left the 2011/12 U.S. corn carryout at 801 million bushels, unchanged for the second month in a row. Ethanol usage was
left unchanged at 5 billion bushels, even with reduced average daily ethanol production during February and March has
continued to fall hitting its lowest level since early last fall. Expected exports were also unchanged. USDA indicates that
prospects for feed and residual disappearance during the remainder of 2011/12 will be limited by an improving outlook for
summer wheat feeding and the potential for 2012 new-crop corn use during August.

The season-average 2011/12 farm price is projected range was narrowed as the lower end of the range to was raised $.10 to $6.00
and the upper end of the range was lower $.10 to $6.40 per bushel.

2011/12 US ending stocks of 801 million bushel estimates provides for a 6.3% carry out as compared to a 6.3 % Carry Out / Use
ratio last month and represents 23 days of usage as compared to 23 days estimated last month.
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U.S. Soybeans

USDA reduced the expected 2011/12 U.S. soybean carryout by 25 million bushels to 250 million bushels. Crush was increased
by 15 million bushels and exports were also increased by 15 million bushels.

The U.S. 2011/12 season-average farm soybean price range was reset at $12.00 to $12.50 as USDA decreased the upper price
by $.10 and lower price was raised by $.60.

The 2011/12 Soybean meal forecast prices are raised by $15 to between $335 and $355 per ton. Soybean oil prices were raised by
2.00 on the lower side, unchanged on the upper side and are now projected at between 52.50 and 54.50 cents per pound.

The 2011/12 ending stocks estimated of 250 million bushel provides for a 8.2% Carry Out / Use ratio for the 2011-12 crop
year as compared to 9.1% last month and represents 30 days of usage as compared to 33 days of usage last month.
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U.S. Wheat

USDA decreased the 2011/12 U.S. wheat carryout by 32 million bushels to 793 million bushels. The changes impacting the
balance table was the increase in feed usage of 35 million bushels and a reduction in seed use by 3 million bushels.

The 2011/12 U.S. season-average farm wheat price was narrowed to between $7.20 and $7.40 per bushel.

U.S. 2011/12 estimates ending stocks at 793 provides for a 36.2% Carry Out / Use ratio for the 2011 crop year compared to
32.8% last month and represents 132 days of usage as compared to 140 days of usage last month.
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Year to Year Change
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Carry out Matrix – Using USDA Outlook Forum Projections

The 2012/13 Corn Balance sheet matrix shows potential yield and acres scenarios.

The 2012/13 Soybean Balance sheet matrix shows potential yield and acres scenarios.

The 2012/13 Wheat Balance sheet matrix shows potential yield and acres scenarios.

The “RED” highlighted matrix cells indicate stocks to use carry out ratio that typically has been considered tight.


